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PRESENTER 3180 INSTRUCTIONS

Installing Graphics Part 1 - Header
1. Open the snap lock and place in front of graphic.
2. Line the graphic up into the header.
3. Press/close the header to lock the graphic firmly.
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Installing Graphics Part 2 - Bottom Base
Legend
1. Pole Holder			
2. Base Unit			
3. Graphic Holder		
4. Header Hook		

5. Header End Cap
6. Header
7. Shock-Corded Pole

DO NOT PULL THE TENSION PIN UNTIL INSTRUCTED
TO DO SO. Pulling the pin early will cause the graphic
holder to retract.

1. Position the base in front of you, with the pole holder on
the back half of the base.
2. Lay the banner out flat, right side up behind base.
3. On the graphic holder, there is a strip of adhesive. Remove
the protective paper to expose adhesive.
4. Firmly and evenly press the bottom of the banner onto
the adhesive strip on the graphic holder.

Setting Up The Base
1. Take the base out of
the bag, making sure all
parts are present.
2. Flip over base unit.
Rotate the feet so they
are perpendicular to the
base. Flip base back
over.
3. Remove and assemble
the shock-corded pole.
Firmly insert pole into the
pole holder on the unit.
4. Holding the header
firmly, slowly pull the
graphic up to the top of
the shock-corded pole.
Insert the header hook
into the top of the pole.

7. Insert pole into base; raise banner and insert header hook
into the top of the pole.
8. Holding the graphic firmly, slowly remove tension pin.
9. Gently allow graphic slack to slowly retract into base.
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